Gildersome PARISH COUNCIL MEETING.
05/06/18
Crime report 08/05/18-05/06/18
Burglary Residential x 7
Shed/garages x1

7 MAY 18- 8 MAY 2018- SPRING AVENUE-Offenders snap lock on rear patio and enter
kitchen removing keys for a van car and motorbike. Suspects remove motorbike from
outdoor shed. All vehicles recovered later in BATLEY area. Ongoing investigation.
07 MAY 18- 8 MAY 2018 - SPRING AVENUE –Suspects snap euro profile lock do not gain
entry. Linked to previous.
11 MAY 18- SPRINGBANK ROAD- Suspects attempt to use bodily force on door and are
disturbed by victim and make off. No suspects
14 MAY 18- SPRINGFIELD AVENUE-Suspects gain entry to rear garden and force window
and gain entry. Untidy search property removed make off unseen. No suspects
14 MAY 18-MOORLAND AVENUE-3 x Suspects remove euro cylinder in rear door. They
cannot gain entry so they start to kick the door alerting victim. Suspects then demand keys
for victim’s vehicle. Suspects then smash rear window and make off in unknown vehicle.
15 MAY 18-GELDERD ROAD-Unknown suspects gain entry to unlocked shed and remove
property. No suspects. Garden tool stolen
23 MAY 18-COLLEGE ROAD-suspects gain entry by attacking front door with an unknown
implement forcing entry. Untidy search. Make off unseen. No suspects.
31 MAY 18- HARTHILL- Suspects smash rear glass door and gain entry. Tidy search made
and property removed. Car keys and IPAD stolen. No suspects

Burglary Commercial x 1
12 MAY 18- BIRCHFIELD PRIMARY- Suspects gain entry by forcing window. Gain
entry alarm sounds. Lead has also been removed from roof damaging same.
Theft from Motor Vehicle (TFMV) x 0

Theft of Motor Vehicle (TOMV) x 0
alex.goodall@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk – 07590359140
Additionally PCSO 624 Joshua TOLHURST can be contacted
joshua.tolhurst@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk - 07711 391324
Or OuterSouth@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk

Anti social behaviour
24 MAY 18- Gildersome Library- Children kicking the door. Parents spoken with by attending officers
We are getting a number of loose horse calls. Can horse owners please be reminded that tethered
horses and horses in fields are the owner’s responsibility. It is their duty to make sure they are
secure and do not cause issues to residents or on roads. If any injury or damage is caused by a loose
horse, the owners can be held liable.

